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The CEO of a promising start-up company is found dead in a luxurious hotel room. Two men who

underwent what were supposed to be simple surgical procedures died on the operating table in two

different hospitals. Are the deaths related? Ronnie Saar, a newly promoted partner in a leading

venture capital fund, is unexpectedly nominated to chair the board of a successful pharmaceutical

startup company. But before he can reap the rewards of his promotion, he must deal with these

unexpected deaths and other ominous developments that threaten his and his soon-to-be bride

lives.His attempts to get to the truth expose a bitter reality: In the business world, money is more

valuable than human lives.>>>Fast-paced thrillerRonnie has a lot to lose. His job, the bright future

with the woman he loves and if not playing it safe â€“ his life. Everybody around him offers the same

advice â€“ sell and move on with your life. But as his best friend Gady, a former military investigator

in the Israeli army, discovers â€“ things are not what they seem. A mysterious and powerful player

has his own plan and he has no intention to stop until it is accomplished.Green Kills is a fast-paced

thriller with a complex plot exposing what goes on behind closed doors at the big money making

firms. It leads the reader down the complicated path of venture capital fundsâ€™ decision-making,

all the way to the unexpected finale. The author is an experienced and successful high-tech

entrepreneur who also worked more than thirteen years as a venture capitalist in Israeli and

American venture capital funds. This book provides an intimate look behind the scenes of the

mysterious "high-tech" world.Scroll up and grab a copy today.
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I am a lawyer. If I did not know otherwise, I would be willing to swear Avi Domoshevizki is a lawyer

too. I was impressed by his accurate and professional descriptions of legal negotiations and

processes as well as his deep knowledge to the smallest details. Yet, sticking to the details does not

derogate from the thrill and suspense of the plot. There is not a single dull moment throughout the

whole book. That's what I call a professional at work. Green kills is an imaginary thriller but I still

cannot get rid of the nagging thought â€“ "can the scenario the author describes happen in the real

world?" A frightening thought I must admit.

Title - Fast pace medical thrillerI don't know about you, but I thought venture capital's job is to give

talented people money, pray and if the venture ends up as a success story, make sure to receive all

the glory. Well, Green kills adds other types of risks, lethal ones, into the picture so it changed my

mind. The job is probably by far more complicated. Especially if one, like Ronnie, who has his own

strong beliefs, has to think out of the box in order to overcome continuous unexpected difficulties,

while being unfamiliar with the word "impossible" or "for your own sake - don't interfere".Green kills

is a story about a medical startup company (btw, with a great product - my compliments to the

author), venture capital and crime. But also about passion, love and friendship. Domoshevizki uses

all those ingredients to cook for us a fascinating dish, one that is very difficult to stop reading. The

ingredient most appealing to me is the fact that there is really a sophisticated riddle behind the

mysterious and dangerous plot that keeps you wandering throughout the book - "how could it be

done". Warning: do not start reading it in the evening. You will probably won't get your full night

sleep.

It usually takes me quite a few weeks, if not longer, to finish a book given my busy schedule. This is

the first time I recall picking up a book in the afternoon and not setting it down until it was finished

reading later that evening. A true thriller, filled with twists, surprises, evolving characters and

non-top suspense until the very end.Definitely and absolute must read for anyone involved in the

hi-tech industry, and just s equally must for anyone wishing to understand the behind the scenes of

the startup market and the venture capital industry that feeds it. The story is so real, accurate and



vivid that it immediately reminded me of some of the great periods I had in the early days of my first

start up, with Avi as my first investor, mentor and guide.Pick it up and read it - guaranteed pleasure

and you will definitely not regret it...

The story is, indeed, a fast-pace thriller. An excellent plot that keeps you awake and tuned to the

next page and twist.It seems that the novice author has succeeded â€“ twice in a row â€“ to produce

a masterpiece. Pity it is only lasted 338 pagesâ€¦ :-(Great value, a must!

Green Kills is a great story.A suspenseful story built around the investment industry, the author is

kind enough to include the occasional explanation of common processes, procedures, and practices

for those of us who aren't familiar. I found these interesting, and was able to draw some parallels

with other industries with which I am more familiar. These tidbits of seemingly side information also

give important insight into the motivations and machinations of the characters and plot events.I

enjoy how the author seamlessly integrates secondary characters who provide important

information to unraveling the plot mystery without awkwardness or seeming artificially convenient.In

addition, the characters are genuinely likable, DISlikable... or flat out scary.Now that I've told you

about the character constructs, I'll say this: (NO PLOT SPOILERS FROM ME!):The story is a

thoroughly enjoyable tale of a man with a perfect life who finds himself in a serious pickle. Unsure

what is happening, including whether he's being set up, he proceeds with caution and the counsel

of good friends. Eventually finding himself, those he cares about, and colleagues in serious

jeopardy, he keeps his wits about him to figure things out, managing to get through (almost)

unscathed...I received this book in exchange for an honest review. Any opinion expressed is mine

alone.

Avi Domoshevizki is the author of this book and he out did himself. I have seen my fare share of

attorney's but Avi made it clear he knows a lot about law. His knowledge alone some lawyers don't

even go thru the great lengths on details but Avi did. I found my self more than several times trying

to put the book down but couldn't it had so much suspense and action. I believe you have to have

the heart to be in investments and I don't think I could or would go into this field. You have to think

out side the box a lot or you will find your self like some of these characters. so enough said you

must read this book to understand what its about so no more me telling you about the book. Its full

of suspense and thrill it will keep you edged in of your seat and just when you think your about to

relax NOPE I received this book in exchange for an honest review. Any opinion expressed is mine



alone. When you think that money is so important you have to rethink your situation.
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